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THE LITERATURE OF GUILD SOCIALISM 

A NEW stage in the development of Guild Socialist litera- 
ture is marked by the almost simultaneous appearance of two 
new books, Social Theory by G. D. H. Cole, and National 
Guilds and the State by S. G. Hobson.' These writers, leaders 
in the promulgation of Guild doctrines since the launching 
of the movement in 1912, have taken widely divergent posi- 
tions regarding both the nature of the state and the position 
of the consumer in the Guildsman's Utopia. The significance 
of this circumstance is that, after eight years of vigorous dis- 
semination of their ideas, the Guild Socialists have passed the 
stage of largely denunciatory and critical propaganda - in 
which most radical movements begin, and from which few 
emerge - and are now seriously endeavoring to construct a 
system of economic, social, and political theory. They have, 
indeed, traveled so far along this road as to have become 
grouped into fairly well defined schools of thought. More- 
over, since the Guildsmen are mostly middle-class "intel- 
ligista," many of them more than ordinarily gifted in writing, 
the progress of their thought has given rise to a literature of 
considerable volume and diversity.2 

The germ of the Guild idea was contained in a book which 
appeared six years before the Guild Socialist theory was 
formally introduced to the radical world. In 1906, Arthur J. 
Penty, an architect, published The Restoration of the Gild 
System,3 in which he revived a long-neglected proposal of 
Ruskin, that the trade unions should emulate the guilds of the 
Middle Ages and take over the control of industry. Besides 
Ruskin,4 Penty claimed to be following in the footsteps of 

' Social Theory. By G. D. H. Cole. New York, Frederick A. Stokes, 1920. Na- 
tional Guilds and the State. By S. G. Hobson. London, G. Bell and Sons; New York, 
The Macmillan Company, 1920. 

2 A chronological bibliography is appended. 
3 The Restoration of the Gild System. By Arthur J. Penty. London, Swan Son- 

nenschein, 1906. 
4 Fors Clavigera, Letter 89. 
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Carlyle, Arnold, and William Morris. Much in their spirit, he 
idealized the life of the Middle Ages and disparaged that of 
the present. He was particularly opposed to modern "quan- 
tity" production and to machinery, preferring handicrafts- 
manship. He sketched out the main lines of the proposals 
since put forward by the Guild Socialists - monopoly and 
self-government in the various industries by the Guilds, 
the substitution of industrial for territorial representation 
in at least part of the activities now performed by the 
state, and a whole-souled attack upon collectivism as mani- 
fested in the principles and activities of the Fabian Society, 
then approaching the peak of its power.' Penty appears, 
however, to have been like one crying in the wilderness. The 
prestige of the Fabians and the preoccupation of organized 
labor with its newly-founded Labor Party made the drift of 
radical thought set towards a totally different line of action. 
It is true that A. R. Orage, editor of the New Age and today 
a leading Guildsman, published an article in the Contemporary 
Review, urging upon the Arts and Crafts movement that it 
take a more active part in political life, in order that it might 
gain for itself a greater degree of craft autonomy than seemed 
possible under the collectivism whose advent he deprecated. 
Orage, was at that time, however, an ardent Fabian,2 and the 
New Age for that period shows him strongly in favor of the 
policy of the Labor Party.3 

Within six years, however, the face of affairs had under- 
gone a radical change. The Liberal Party's program of 
"social reform," particularly the Insurance Act, with its 
compulsory features and its alleged menace to trade unionism, 
had aroused a growing skepticism both as to parliamentary 

I In this last he was also following the lead of Morris whose essay on "Whigs, 
Democrats, and Socialists," repudiating parliamentary Socialism, was delivered before 
the Fabian Society in 1888. Shaw gives a lively account of Morris' unsuccessful oppo- 
sition to the adoption of the Fabian program of political action. Signs of Change. By 
William Morris (1913 ed.). P. 46. History of the Fabian Society. By E. R. Pease. 
London, 1916. Pp. 167, 168. 

2 Pease, op. cit., p. 188. 
3 The article, "Politics for Craftsmen," appeared in the June, 1907, number of the 

Contemporary Review (vol. xli, No. 498). It is erroneously dated 1906 in the preface to 
S. C. Hobson's National Guilds. 
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Socialism and the collectivism advocated by the Fabians.' 
The failure of the Labor Party to play any more distinctive 
role in Parliament than that of more or less reluctantly fol- 
lowing the lead of the Liberal Party and supporting its meas- 
ures, had somewhat damped the enthusiasm of organized 
labor for political action. At the same time, the disturbing 
doctrines of American, Australian, and French radical 
unionism and Syndicalism were being introduced to the 
hitherto conservative and tractable British trade unionists.2 
Finally, the great railway, mine, and dock strikes of 1910-12 
gave evidence of a distinctly revolutionary trend among large 
sections of British labor and a tendency on the part of the 
''rank and file" to break away from their old leaders. 

The time seemed propitious to promulgate a new type of 
radicalism, which would at once appeal to the same frame of 
mind that was listening to revolutionary Syndicalism, give 
the restless and "out of hand" trade unionists a philosophy 
to support their revolt against political action and in favor of 
an aggressive strike policy, and provide a rallying ground for 
the growing group of " intellectuals " who, as the Liberal Party 
and the "municipal traders " transformed collectivist pro- 
posals into statutes, were growing apprehensive of the spectre 
of a "servile State." 

S. G. Hobson and Orage had worked out such a set of ideas, 
amplified from Penty's proposals but colored largely by their 
own views and by the events of the time. Under Orage's 
editorship, S. G. Hobson contributed to the New Age a series 
of articles I in which the phrase "Guild Socialism" appeared 
for the first time. These articles have since been published 
in book form under the title National Guilds, an Enquiry into 
the Wage System and the Way Out.4 This book is the best 

I This reaction found striking expression, and was undoubtedly furthered in The 
Servile State. By Hilaire Belloc. London, T. N. Foulis, 1912. 

2 Syndicalism went on the "agenda" of the Trade Union Congress for the first time 
in 1912. 

3 Penty contributed an article on "The Peril of Large Organizations" to the New 
Age for January 11, 1912. Hobson's first article on Guild Socialism was published 
October 10, 1912. It forms Chapter 1, Part II of National Guilds. 

4 National Guilds. By S. G. Hobson (ed. by A. R. Orange . London, G. Bell and 
Sons, 1919. 
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representative of the earlier type of Guild Socialist literature. 
It indicts the "wage system " and the practice of "profiteer- 
ing," the word being a Guild Socialist invention; criticizes 
collectivism and political action, and urges upon the trade 
unions a policy of militant egression whereby they are to 
seize control of industry. In all these respects, the book rep- 
resents that body of doctrine adhered to by practically every 
shade of Guild thought, and constitutes therefore a sort of 
Guild Socialist textbook. 

G. D. H. Cole, then a fellow at Oxford, became an early 
convert to the New Age program.' The following year, he 
published his World of Labour.2 The book is a study of the 
labor movement in England, France, America, Germany, 
Italy, and Sweden, with particular reference to questions of 
labor policy, trade union structure, and similar questions. 
It is not, therefore, explicitly written in advocacy of Guild 
ideas, but rather, by inference and direct statement, points to 
Guild Socialism as the solution for the various problems dis- 
cussed. This method is followed by Cole through most of 
his works. Cole expresses adherence in general to the Guild 
Socialist ideas as expressed in the New Age. He suggests 
further developments, containing the elements of the theories 
which he has later rounded out. He declares that special 
provision must be made for the consumer and picks upon the 
state as the consumer's representative. He makes the Guilds 
and the state of equal rank, and proposes a "joint board," 
later called the "joint Congress," as a medium for settling 
matters in dispute and of common interest. 

Cole has followed this book with a series of others, in 
amazingly rapid succession, and, as already stated, generally 
does not make them direct vehicles of Guild propaganda, but 
rather offers some portion of the Guild program as the 
remedy for whatever particular problem he happens to be 

I Cole was at that time head of the Oxford group of Fabians. After vainly trying to 
institute a "reform" movement within the Fabian Society favorable to Guild Social- 
ist views, he withdrew from the Society and in 1915 organized the National Guild 
League. 

2 The World of Labour. By C. D. H. Cole. London, G. Bell and Sons, 1913, 1915, 
1917, 1919. 
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discussing.' Of these books, Labour in War Time and Trade 
Unionism on the Railways 2 do not advance Guild theory 
beyond the stage reached in Cole's earlier work. The Pay- 
ment of Wages I devotes itself largely to a consideration of 
piece-rates and bonus schemes, generally condemning them 
as leading to overdriving and disruptive of "class conscious- 
ness." It comments favorably, however, on the collective 
contract, which S. G. Hobson recognizes as "the half way 
stage between existing workshop conditions and Guild or- 
ganization." 4 An Introduction to Trade Unionism5 is "an 
attempt to set out briefly the main facts and tendencies of 
Trade Union organization at the close of the war," and gives 
particular emphasis to the Shop Stewards Movement. Like 
the collective contract, this development has been laid hold 
on and woven into the Guild proposals, since both are looked 
upon as a means for instituting effective "workers' control" 
over industry. 

In Self-Government in Industry,6 Cole departs from his 
ordinary practice and undertakes a direct argument for Guild 
Socialism. His own distinctive theories receive complete 
exposition here, particularly his political theory. Cole denies 
to the state any final sovereignty, but considers it simply as 
"primus inter pares" among other "associations." He does, 
however, concede to the state not only "purely political " 
functions, but also makes it the protagonist of the consumer. 
In this capacity it is to act as " co-sovereign " with the Guilds, 
and confer with them through the "joint Congress," par- 

' The value of this method as a subtle and persuasive means of propaganda among 
the thoughtful trade unionists, at whom much of the Guild effort is directed, is obvious. 
The Labor Research Department, formerly the Fabian Research Department, nomi- 
nated by Cole, appears to be serving as the center for much the same type of "peaceful 
penetration." 

2 Labour in War Time. By G. D. H. Cole. London, G. Bell and Sons, 1915. Trade 
Unionism on the Railways. By G. D. H. Cole and R. Page Arnot. London, G. Allen 
and Unwin, 1917. 

3 The Payment of Wages. By G. D. H. Cole. London, Fabian Research Depart- 
ment, 1918. 

4 National Guilds and the State. By S. G. Hobson, p. 182. 
6 An Introduction to Trade Unionism. By G. D. H. Cole. London, G. Allen and 

Unwin, 1918 
6 Self-Government in Industry. By G. D. H. Cole. London, G. Bell and Sons, 1917, 

1918, 1919. The fourth edition "omits two chapters published in previous editions, and 
contains an introductory chapter oin the relation of Guilds to the State." 
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ticularly on such questions as taxation, price, and the alloca- 
tion of capital, as well as quantity and quality of goods and 
services. He further undertakes a more careful account of 
the government of the Guild than is found in earlier Guild 
Socialist literature, showing adherence to the idea of "na- 
tional" rather than "local" Guilds, tho admitting a large 
degree of decentralization as regards productive policy. 
Finally, he attempts a more detailed program for bringing 
Guilds into being than had hitherto been undertaken. It 
embodies aggressive extension of control, through "industrial 
action " on the part of the unions, first over the "workshop," 
then over "the product," and finally over "finance." He 
anticipates desperate opposition to this last stage, and fore- 
sees " catastrophic" action in the form of the General Strike 
as necessary to the ushering in of the Guild State. He 
further acquiesces in nationalization as a half way step to 
"guildization" in certain industries, tho not manifesting any 
enthusiasm for it. The "Introduction to the Edition of 1919" 
is important. It marks a further development in Cole's 
thought. Acknowledging influence by "the Soviet idea," he 
takes away many of the functions previously given the state 
as representative of the consumer, and places them in the 
hands of a series of regional "ad hoc functional congresses" 
of "consumers users, and enjoyers" of goods and services. 
The state is left, however, with its "political" functions, and 
through the "joint Congress " has a voice in price, taxes, 
and capital accumulation and apportionment. 

His last two books revert to the method of giving a more 
or less impartial discussion of topics upon which Guild 
Socialism bears and urging his doctrines upon the reader. 
Labour in the Commonwealth, " a book for the younger genera- 
tion," contains a series of somewhat unrelated chapters on 
such topics as The Labour Movement, The Ruling Classes, 
The Middle Classes, The State, and The Organization of 
Freedom." The last two give a more theoretical statement 
of his political and social theory than does Self-Government in 

1 Labour in the Commonwealth. By G. D. H. Cole. London, Headley Brothers, 
1918; New York, B. W. Huebsch, 1919. 
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Industry, but add nothing essential. The first chapter on 
The Humanity of Labor contains the most thorogoing 
discussion of the Guild Socialist objection to "the commodity 
theory of labor " that occurs in their literature. Two 
chapters on Labor and Education and Proletarianism are 
largely concerned with a reply to the claims of the "Neo- 
Marxians," a group as yet relatively unknown in this country. 
The "Neo-Marxians" appear to have repudiated middle- 
class leadership, and to be attempting to wean away from the 
Guild Socialists the more "class-conscious" workers, as the 
Guild Socialists have been trying to break the hold of the 
Fabians. 

Social Theory,' devotes itself in the main to a carefully and 
persuasively written exposition of Cole's theory of the state. 
On the basis of a theory of "function " it seeks to provide a 
setting in which to give his own ideas of social organization a 
place. He carries his proposals a step beyond his earlier 
works. He withdraws even more functions from the state 
than he had previously assigned it, and gives them to the 
"joint Congress." To this body he gives the power of "co- 
ordination and coercion," including the power to exact 
penalties for disloyalty to any one of the several " co-sovereign 
associations" in society. To this end, the "joint Congress," 
which represents "the associated functional organizations," 
is given control over the police, the military and the judiciary. 
In other words, the progress of Cole's theory of the state 
seems to have brought him to the point where, while ve- 
hemently denying the right of the state or any other body 
to complete sovereignty, he sets up nevertheless a new 
"joint body," possessing all the attributes of a sovereign 
state, if not its name. This is a criticism which the opposing 
group of Guildsmen do not hesitate to make. 

By virtue of his own literary facility, Cole 2 has secured for 
his views more prominence than have other groups of Guilds- 
men; yet his opinions are by no means the only important 
ones held in the Guild Socialist ranks. There are at least two 

I Social Theory. By G. D. H. Cole. New York, Frederick A. Stokes, 1920. 
2 Hobson, op. cit., p. 126. 
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other distinct schools of thought. Of these, the "local Guilds- 
men," represent the original inspiration imparted to the 
movement by A. J. Penty. He and his followers have stood 
consistently for what his opponents term a "medievalist" 
attitude. Not only would they revert to the spirit and the 
handicraft methods of the Middle Ages; they would also go 
back to the medieval emphasis upon local rather than national 
organization. Consequently they reject national Guilds in 
favor of local Guilds, admitting federation, however, among 
the various local Guilds of the same craft. Penty makes his 
case clear in Old Worlds for New,' altho in the preface to this 
book he concedes national Guilds as a step necessary in the 
transition from the present industrial system to the ideal 
that he favors. His most recent work is Guilds and the Social 
Crisis.2 It is largely a reiteration of the views expressed in 
his earlier works, with particular stress upon his objection to 
large-scale or " quantity " production. To this he ascribes the 
present "economic cul de sac," or overproduction, which he 
holds responsible for the late war and for the revolution 
which he believes to be inevitable in the near future. The 
closing chapter of this book is directed against the "Neo- 
Marxians," of whom mention has been made in connection 
with Cole's Labour and the Commonwealth. The Guild State,3 by 
G. R. S. Taylor, is a cleverly written second to Penty's plea. 
The general state of mind of this section of Guildsmen is in- 
dicated by the opening sentences of Taylor's book: "There 
is a fantastic rumor . . . that progress is the discovery of 
something new. Whereas, in truth, it is far more often the 
return to something old." 

A third wing of the Guild Socialists is under the leadership 
of S. G. Hobson and A. R. Orage, editors of the New Age; 
and since this paper is largely the vehicle for presenting their 
views, it may be called the New Age group. S. G. Hobson's 
original book, National Guilds, already discussed, indicates 

1 Old Worlds for New. By Arthur J. Penty. London, G. Allen and Unwin, 1918. 
2 Guilds and the Social Crisis. By Arthur J. Penty. London, G. Allen and Unwin, 

1919. 
3 The Guild State. By G. R. S. Taylor. London, G. Allen and Unwin, 1919. 
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the main outlines of the position held by himself and Orage. 
As opposed to Cole, Hobson gives final and absolute sov- 
ereignty to the state, and gives the consumer no special 
representation other than certain rights in regard to the 
"Distributive Guilds." Aside from C. H. Douglas, whose 
work will be taken up at the close of this discussion, S. G. 
Hobson and Orage have contributed the bulk of Guild 
Socialist economic theory. 

This economic theory appears in S. G. Hobson's book, and 
in Orage's Alphabet of Economics.' Much of their economics is 
taken over bodily from the Marxian analysis, particularly the 
notion of surplus value, and profits as the result of surplus 
value. This point is worth remembering, for the term "pro- 
fiteering,' coined by the Guildsmen, is used by them to 
signify the making of profits by extracting surplus value 
from exploited labor. Strenuous objection is also made to the 
"commodity theory of labor." The gold standard of coinage 
is objected to, and labor notes, to be used as token currency, 
are proposed. The most distinctive element of their theory is 
the notion that credit is capital, and that labor power, as a 
means of securing credit, is also capital. 

A second book of S. G. Hobson's, Guild Principles in War 
and Peace 2 adds little, being significant mainly as illustrative 
of the earlier and chiefly destructively critical type of Guild 
literature. His more recent work, however, is of greater 
moment. National Guilds and the State I is a reprint of 
articles originally published in the New Age, many of them in 
the midst of the author's controversy with Cole over the 
nature of the state and the position of the consumer. Much 
of it is rather a criticism of Cole's theory than a presentation 
of any new idea on the author's part. He does, however, 
expand his idea of the state, showing that, altho he believes 
that the state is sovereign, it is also wholly "spiritual" as the 

1 An Alphabet of Economics. By A. R. Orage. London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1917. 

2 Guild Principles in War and Peace. By S. G. Hobson. London, G. Bell and Sons, 
1918. 

3 National Guilds and the State. By S. G. Hobson. London, G. Bell and Sons; New 
York, The Macmillan Company, 1920. 
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representative of "citizenship," which is "the greatest fact in 
the life of a democratic people." As such, it is "without 
function," tho it "dispenses" all functions. To the Guilds, on 
the one hand, and the "Administration" or the "Govern- 
ment," on the other, the state distributes the major part of 
functions, all economic functions going to the Guilds. The 
military and the judiciary are made directly responsible to 
the state, without the intermediatorship of the "Govern- 
ment," in order to assure the state's sovereignty. The author 
claims that the division of "function" between the Guilds 
and the "government" results in the same beneficial balance 
as Cole attempts to achieve by his " co-sovereignty " between 
Guilds and state. More careful provision is made for con- 
sumer's representation than in the writer's earlier works, but 
he still maintains that the consumer "qua consumer" is en- 
titled to no special attention other than what he receives 
through the Guild organization, especially the "Distributive 
Guilds." 

The second half of the book is devoted to "Transition 
and contains an elaboration of the theory already mentioned, 
to the effect that labor-power is capital. The suggestion is 
made that organized labor "capitalize" its "labor monop- 
oly" in such industries as mining, and "issue credit" upon 
it, using this credit as a means of gradually securing control 
of its industry. At another place in the same book, however, 
the "equities of expropriation" are discussed, and compen- 
sation for the "commercial values" of the industries to be 
taken over is repudiated, tho "consideration" for the "dis- 
possessed" is favored. It is plain that the two proposals are 
inconsistent. In view of the fact that the latter is now be- 
ing repeatedly urged in the columns of the New Age in con- 
nection particularly with the theories of C. H. Douglas, it 
would seem that it is gradually displacing the more revolu- 
tionary plan of action, at least so far as this group of Guilds- 
men is concerned. 

Three other books, difficult to place in any one group, re- 
main to be considered. Two of these are of considerable 
importance. M. B. Reckitt and C. E. Bechhofer's Meaning of 
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National Guilds I is an interesting compendium of Guild 
thought, but has little that is not either in the general body 
of Guild doctrine, or in the distinctive views of one or another 
Guild writer. It is interesting as showing a none too success- 
ful effort on the part of its authors to mediate between the 
diverging views of the different Guild Socialist groups. 

Ramiro de Maetzu, a Spaniard, has exercised much in- 
fluence upon both the Cole group and the New Age group 
through his book Authority, Liberty, and Function.2 It deals 
with a variety of subjects - religious, ethical, and political- 
mainly with the latter. It denies the "libertarian " principles 
of natural or "subjective" rights, as well as the "authori- 
tarian" principle manifested in the Prussian state. Instead, 
it holds to a theory of "objective" rights, based on the per- 
formance of "function." This notion of "function" as the 
basis of social organization and privilege has been seized 
upon by both Cole and his opponents and claimed as a part of 
the justification for their differing ideas, while the term 
"function" appears with great frequency in all of the Guild 
writings that have appeared since the publication of de 
Maetzu's work. 

Reference has been made to the economic theories of C. H. 
Douglas, and to the tendency, in connection with his theories, 
for the New Age group to eschew the more drastic policy of 
"expropriation" for that of laying hold on "credit power." 
Hobson characterizes Douglas's work as "an adventure in 
theory," I also giving Orage a share of the credit for the 
development of the theory. The application of this theory in 
regard to "capitalizing labor power" may be due to Orage, 
but the reasoning behind it appears to be peculiar to Douglas. 
His book, Economic Democracy,4 appears to have created 
something of a stir in other than Guild Socialist circles in 

I The Meaning of National Guilds. By M. B. Reckitt and C. E. Bechhofer. Lon- 
don, Cecil Palmer and Hayward, 1918; New York, The Macmillan Company, 1919. 

2 Authority, Liberty, and Function. By Ramiro de Maetzu. London and New 
York, The Macmillan Company, 1916. 

3 National Guilds and the State. Preface. 
4 Economic Democracy. By C. H. Douglas. London, Cecil Palmer and Hayward, 

1919; New York, Harcourt, Brace, and Howe, 1920. 
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England,' and seems likely to prove of importance not only 
to the development of Guild Socialist economic theory but to 
economic theory in general. Douglas is an engineer and 
major in the British Royal Air Force, and has worked out his 
theories as a result of his experience in factory cost account- 
ing. The novel feature of his work is that he has used the 
theory and practice of cost accounting and commercial bank- 
ing as the basis for his economic reasoning. The theory is too 
intricate to be summarized, except as to its conclusions. It is 
concerned with price and distribution. He considers price as 
resting, "under free competition," upon "cost plus the mini- 
mum profit which will provide the financial inducement to 
produce." He concludes that a large element of cost is repre- 
sented by capital expenditures, paid for chiefly by the crea- 
tion of "loan credit" issued by the banks and returned to 
them. As a result, the purchasing power available for con- 
sumption is always and progressively less than the price of 
commodities, that is to say, the constant increase of "loan 
credit" and consequent expansion of currency increasingly 
"dilutes" the purchasing power of the consumer, so that he is 
able to secure a bare margin over subsistence. At the same 
time the "financier" monopolizes the remaining purchasing 
power, spending it partly on luxury, but mostly on further 
manufacture of capital goods - thus aggravating the dis- 
location -and on exports, leading to the "economic sabo- 
tage" of war.2 

The author's practical proposals are startling. Credit is to 
be considered as " communal credit-capital," which is a 
"measure of the effective reserve energy belonging to a com- 
munity," and is to be distributed from "clearing houses " 
located in "credit areas." A sort of capital levy on all claims 
to the National Debt not representing loans out of wages and 
salaries is to be the basis for this credit fund. Price is to be 
fixed at only that fraction of cost representing "depreciation 

1 See "Press Cuttings," New Age, May 27, 1920. 
2 John A. Hobson, in his Evolution of Modern Capitalism and Democracy after the 

War, reaches somewhat similar conclusions by a different line of reasoning, and is 
quoted approvingly by Douglas. 
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or consumption," the remainder being disposed of through 
mutually canceling drafts on the "communal credit " in the 
"clearing houses." The phrase "'just price" is used in this 
connection, revealing an evident attempt, at least super- 
ficially, to revert to another feature of medieval Guild or- 
ganization beside that of "self-government in industry," 
insisted upon by all Guild Socialists. In this way the pur- 
chasing power of the consuming public is always equal to the 
price of the products "in respect to which the purchasing 
power is dispensed," and the community is to retain control 
over credit and thus control "the policy of production." 

Credit Power and Democracy, a second book, now appearing 
serially in the New Age, further elaborates the ideas of a 
"just price " and "control of credit." The advocacy, on the 
part of Orage and S. G. Hobson, of trade union action looking 
to the seizing of "credit power" has already been discussed. 
If Guild Socialism follows Douglas, Orage, and S. G. Hobson 
in this new line of thought, it will logically have to abandon 
many of its characteristic features, chief among them its 
demand for " expropriation " and the generally revolutionary 
attitude accompanying such a demand. 

NILES H. CARPENTER. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
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